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Executive Summary 
 

Executive Summary 

‘Youth Truth’ was a peer education pilot to test the viability of an intensive intervention to help 
young and teenage parents to find a career and move towards financial stability for themselves 
and their families.  
 

Why peer education with young parents 

Over the last twenty years, the international evidence that peer education can be a successful 
method of effecting social change has been compelling.  
 
Contrary to portrayals in the media, our experience shows that the start of parenthood marks a 
surge in ambition and drive in young people who have not previously engaged with education, 
training or employment.   
 
Youth Truth was designed so that young and teenage parents not in education, training or 
employment would become work ready by training as peer educators to co-deliver workshops 
on teenage parenthood, domestic violence and gang grooming to youth audiences.  
 
It was anticipated that their delivery would engage young audiences, including hard to reach 
young people, around difficult topics of particular relevance in Lambeth, enabling us to reach 
children before the ages where these issues become manifest; help prevent them from 
becoming parents at a young age; becoming involved in violent and/or controlling relationships; 
and from being groomed by gangs. 
 
Youth Truth allies to St Michael’s ethos and holistic method of working collaboratively with 
families, including those where parents have complex difficulties, to secure the best possible 
life chances for the child.  
 

Methodology 

We recruited 30 young parents to train as peer educators and to deliver the project over 24 
months. Supported by a Young Parent Mentor, they undertook core and specialist training. 
They then delivered modules at 16 sessions to young people in Lambeth about the realities of 
parenting, sex and relationships, money management, gang grooming, domestic violence and 
online safety.  
 
A total of some 130 young people attended the peer education sessions and work continues at 
Norwood Youth Club.   
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Outcomes 

81% of the young parents who trained as peer educators went on to further education, training 
or employment. There are some indications that peer education around sex and relationships, 
gang grooming and sexual exploitation was able to engage with hard to reach groups.  An 
extensive network of contacts in the voluntary and community sector in Lambeth meant 
adapting peer education sessions to meet localised needs of young people was reasonably 
straightforward. 
 
The project threw into sharp relief the immense difficulty of effecting late interventions to 
improve basic literacy and numeracy skills in young adults.  
  

Recommendations 

Peer education can be a powerful part of the toolkit to educate young people in Lambeth about 
edgy and delicate topics, including online safety, sexual exploitation, gang grooming and the 
realities of young parenthood.  
 
We plan to continue this work and to evaluate longer term outcomes, both for peer educators 
and the young people they engage with, to assess the social and financial value of this early 
intervention.  
 

Thanks  

We are very grateful to The Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and The Walcot Foundation for the 
funding that made this pilot possible.  
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Introduction 
 
St Michael’s Fellowship 

We improve the lives and life chances of our most vulnerable children by working with their 
parents. Our goal is to secure the best future for the child, breaking the cycle of deprivation.  
We work holistically with parents to build their capacity and resilience, so that families may 
build a better future for themselves.  
 

The parents we work with may have complex and longstanding difficulties. Many have had 
previous children removed. Without skilled support, the cycle continues. The cost to the public 
purse is huge. Every child taken into care costs society nearly £50,000 a year. This sum spirals 
when longer term outcomes for the family are considered.  
 
Our services include parenting assessment and support at four residential centres in South 
London; a community team, providing intensive intervention to support parents to change; 
work with young parents to improve parenting skills and move these young people into 
education, employment or training; and peer education to encourage resilience and ambition.  
We work with partners and national networks to benefit from new research and programmes, 
and to disseminate our own knowledge and skills.  
 
We have a proven track record of success in helping parents with deep-rooted issues develop 
new skills. Our reputation for quality gives us national influence. Lambeth commissioners rated 
St Michael’s outreach team highest of all their commissioned services and more than half of the 
53 families staying at our residential centres returned home with their child.  
 

Building on our work with young parents in Lambeth 

St Michael’s has been working with vulnerable children and parents since 1903 and has offered 
outreach support for young parents in Lambeth since 2000.  
 
We know that parenthood means a total rethink for many young people who have not 
previously engaged with education, training or employment.  Youth Truth aimed at harnessing 
this drive in disadvantaged young parents, giving them an opportunity to learn and grow so that 
they could break a cycle of disadvantage that would otherwise be passed on to their children. 
 
It was intended that the peer educators would address issues key to limiting the life chances of 
young people in Lambeth; teenage pregnancy and young parenthood, gang activity and violence, 
and domestic violence and sexual exploitation. Peer education was framed to prevent Lambeth 
residents becoming parents at a young age, becoming involved in violent and controlling 
relationships, and from being groomed by gangs. 
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Project Aims & Objectives 
 

Aims 
 

1. Reduce the risk of long term social exclusion for teenage and young parents aged 18 – 24 
and their children  

 
2. Educate children and young people aged 11 – 16 to make informed choices around 

various risky behaviours, including:  
 teenage pregnancy and parenthood 
 violence and control in relationships  
 gang grooming processes  

 
3. Test how a peer education model might support young and teenage parents to find a 

career and move towards financial stability for themselves and their families 
 

 

 

Objectives 
 

1. Recruit and train 30 young parents aged 18 – 24 in Lambeth as peer educators in sexual 

health, the realities of being a young parent, violence within relationships, gang 

grooming 

 
2. Improve young parents’ workplace skills to make them work-ready and give them 

experience of the work situation 

 
3. Improve literacy and numeracy skills in young parents lacking Level 2 qualifications 

 
4. Trial peer education as a medium for delivering preventative messages to young people 

aged 11 – 16 

 
5. Evaluate and publicise the project findings and integrate learning into St Michael’s 

Fellowship’s future work 
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Recruitment & Retention 
 
The young parents recruited to the project were either current or previous clients of St 
Michael’s outreach. Staff contacted previous clients who had expressed interest in passing skills 
and knowledge to younger teenagers, and whose views had helped to shape Youth Truth. 
Current clients were recruited both on a one to one basis and through the outreach team’s 
group support work at six Lambeth Children’s Centres. We created posters to advertise the 
project and used them as the starting point for conversations.  
 
Through these activities, 62 young parents were recruited but less than half (26) actually began 
the training. The reasons why 19 people dropped out are unknown. Three became pregnant 
again or had a new born baby who could not be left at a crèche whilst their parent attended 
training. Five had returned to education or employment, two were job hunting and five did not 
complete the training.  
 
Poor conversion rates are mirrored elsewhere in this project. For example nine young parents 
said they wanted additional training on gang grooming and domestic violence. Workshops were 
organised but only five young people showed up.  
 
Similarly, of ten young fathers invited to a specially convened course on Maths and English, 
none turned up.  
 
However, three quarters of those who did start the peer education training (21 young parents) 
completed it successfully. The majority were over 20 years old and female. 
 
Free crèche facilities and child care for parents attending training (and later delivering peer 
education sessions) were an essential component of the project.  Many potential projects with 
young parents stall because of lack of affordable (ie in this case free) child care.  
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Training 
 
Core training in peer facilitation was run by London Youth over five sessions. A sixth session 
covering session planning and delivery practice was delivered by St Michael’s staff.  
 
St Michael’s staff delivered two additional days training on domestic violence and gangs for 
young parents who wanted to complete these additional modules.  
 
The quality of the young parents’ presentations and their confidence grew with practice. When 
they stumbled, they had the opportunity to reflect, with constructive feedback from peers and 
staff.  
 
Whereas it became clear that some were ready to deliver sessions, others needed additional 
support and encouragement because of low confidence and in one case depression. Two others 
had no recourse to public funds so were unable to complete DBS checks essential for working 
with children and young people.  

‘Gerard’ 
 

Gerard, a lone father caring for his three-year old daughter, broke down 
giving a presentation during the training, recalling how his education was 
interrupted by an abusive upbringing. 
 
The skilled facilitator was able to resolve the immediate situation and St 
Michael’s outreach provided specialist support around his practical and 
emotional needs. 
 
Gerard completed the peer education training, gaining three AQA 
certificates, his first formal educational qualifications. 
 
Because he had no recourse to public funds at that time, he was unable to 
apply for a DBS check and could not therefore deliver peer education. 
 
However, he used his experience with Youth Truth, including improving his 
communication and presentation skills, to set up a successful T-shirt 
printing business. 
 
Gerard’s daughter is now happily settled at a local nursery and is making 
excellent progress. 
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This emphasises the vulnerability of the cohort as a whole and the scale of the project’s 
ambition.  
 
A one-day workshop Preparation for Work was delivered by St Michael’s staff. This included 
time management, goal setting, teamwork and appraisals.  
 
Dress For Success, an organisation that provides an international holistic service for out-of-work 
women on low incomes, provided interview skills and advice at a half day workshop.  
 
We partnered with Brook London to provide sexual health training around sexually transmitted 
infections, contraceptives and local services.   
 
Three peer educators also completed Child Exploitation and Online Protection (CEOPs) training. 

Training was conducted by a senior police officer and once completed, the peer educator was 

certified to use the online password-protected resources, and deliver the internet safety 

training to young people. 

 

 

 
 
A critical factor for the success of the training was the flexibility of the crèche and Children’s 
Centre staff who were very approachable and actively connected with the parents. This enabled 
parents to engage in training knowing that their children were being well cared for. 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Summary of Peer Educators’ training 

Recruited Started Finished DV 
training 

Gangs 
training 

Prep for 
Work 

Dress for 
Success 

Sexual 
Health 
Training 

CEOPs 
Training 

62 26 21  4  4 6 9 9 3 
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Activities & Achievements 
 

Accreditation as Peer Educators 
21 young people were accredited as peer educators (one third of those recruited). Self-
evaluation by the peer educators showed good outcomes – see Impacts & Learning. 
 
As part of Lambeth’s quality assurance practice, so that Youth Truth could be promoted to 
schools and youth centres, Lambeth’s PSHE & Healthy Schools consultant observed the peer 
educators facilitating a large group. She quality assured the peer educators and gave 
constructive feedback, saying they had managed a lively group very well. In addition, she 
invited them to observe Brook London peer educators and to consider working with Brook to 
deliver peer education on sex and relationships.  

Developing young parents’ work-readiness 
 

“My training helped me get back on my feet and put me on the right path to my future.” 
‘Adam’ 
 
“It has helped me develop confidence and also skills within my youth work.” ‘Kumara’ 

 

We were extremely successful in supporting our peer educators to become work ready and 
very proud of the commitment and hard work our young parents put into moving themselves 
into education and employment.  
 

During the training, all 21 peer educators gained three AQA certificates. Nine of them went on 
to gain a further two AQAs. For some, these were their first formal qualifications and a vital 
step on the road towards entering further education or paid employment. As part of their 
activities, they researched views of other young parents for Lambeth’s successful Big Lottery 
bid.  
 
Everyone who completed the peer education training programme was given the opportunity to 
apply to TYLAP, a youth work apprenticeship at Knights Youth Centre. Later there was another 
opportunity to join the steering group for My Place, a project set up by Brook and Knights Youth 
Centre to empower local young people to feel safe and to create positive change through social 
action. Three peer educators have pursued this opportunity, which provides accredited 
volunteering and training as Health and Wellbeing Ambassadors through Healthwatch Lambeth.   

 
When they started the peer education training 22 young parents were not in education, 
employment or training.  This has now reduced to five.  
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As a direct result of the project, two peer educators were accepted onto a Trainee Youth Leader 
Apprenticeship Programme which includes a Foundation degree at Goldsmith University. 
Others are studying Business Management and IT at Greenwich University and a fifth is doing a 
painting and decorating course. One of the students continues to volunteer as a peer educator.  
 
 
As above, one dad, Gerard, has started his own business. Those now in employment include a 
local radio presenter, social carer and nursery worker. Some are keen to continue to volunteer 
with St Michael’s if their work shifts allow.  
 
Two peer educators have joined a Youth Work apprenticeship scheme with Knights Youth 
Centre.  

 
Four mothers have had another child. Two of them, both skilled peer educators, will continue 
to volunteer to deliver peer education courses and have used their new self-confidence and 
skills to pursue other opportunities and to create their own.   
 

“I was enjoying being a peer educator and felt that I was doing well but then found I was 
expecting a second baby. However, I went ahead to set up an online young parent’s 
blog. As a result, I was invited to be the feature parent and spokesperson for a young 
mums support network and Baby Bump, a pregnancy app for mobile phones, which I’m 
now promoting on YouTube! My peer ed training definitely gave me the self-confidence 
and organisational skills to go for it.” ‘Natalie’ 

  

   

‘Linda’ 
 

‘Linda’ continues to be NEET and was one of the least confident 
participants. However, over the course of the project, her confidence grew 
in every area, excepting self-esteem which was already high.  
 
She is now involved in a number of local groups, including Skills Network 
where she has interviewed mums and explored their experience with Job 
Centre Plus; Mums Net, and Gingerbread. Her ambition is to go to college 
and then university.  
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Case Study 
 

  

‘Tamara’ 
 
Tamara is now 25 with a four-year old daughter. 
 
As she started to deliver peer education sessions, she became progressively 
more confident. She has taken on feedback from observations and worked 
on her all aspects of her delivery. 
 
In one session the computer resource did not work and both peer 
educators became flustered because they had not allowed for this to go 
wrong.  When something similar happened again, Tamara recovered 
quickly and moved on to another task that had been lined up as 
contingency. 
 
Whilst Tamara seeks reassurance when she is planning sessions, once she is 
delivering them, she is very confident, articulate and able to deliver the 
information at the right level for the group, either at the younger age of 12 
or the older age of 16. 
 
“I am now working at my local nursery and I’m continuing to deliver peer 
education for St Michael’s. I want to share my knowledge of what it really 
means to be a young parent with as many young people as possible, and I 
really enjoy speaking to groups of young people. I’m proud to show off my 
St Michaels volunteer ID badge.” 
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Improving young parents’ literacy and numeracy levels 
 

During recruitment, we established that more than half of potential participants did not have 
the entry-level literacy and numeracy qualifications required by many employers (A - C grades 
at GCSE or the equivalent).  
 
We investigated different agencies to deliver literacy and numeracy programmes.  We chose 
three, Family Learning, Morley College and High Trees. Following extensive research with young 
parents, we created different options to progress literacy and numeracy from various starting 
points, in a short time frame: 
 
14 young parents were recruited to Progression in English and Maths but from the outset the 
turnout was disappointing. Only four people turned up in a three-week period. Of these, one 
mother was unable to even start as her child was too young for the crèche and the tutor would 
not consider having the baby in the room.  The programme was cancelled because of lack of 
attendance.  
 
None of the ten dads invited turned up for the assessment days at Morley College, so that 
programme did not get off the ground. 
 
Instead, we run a GSCE English course for parents who are willing to commit to a two-hour 
weekly lesson and complete homework. Parents who need numeracy qualifications are 
signposted to other agencies.  
 

Delivering Peer Education 
 

The peer educators delivered a total of 16 sessions at Norwood Youth Club. Topics covered 
were the realities of parenting, sex and relationships, money management, gang grooming and 
domestic violence, and online safety. 
 
Peer educators who had completed the CEOPs training were able to deliver Think You Know, an 
accredited internet safety resource which is required before young people are allowed to use 
the internet at the youth centre.   

A total of some 130 young people attended the sessions. The most popular was gang grooming.  
 

“ gave me a real insite (sic) on what gang life could be like… how it starts and how to 
spot it.” 

 
 
Feedback from the young people, mostly 14 to 18-year olds, was positive and confirmed that 
“the peer educators make information easy to understand” and were “real”.  
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The Youth Centre Manager’s assessment of the peer educators’ work was very favourable. The 
relationship they developed with the young people enabled them to deliver quite hard hitting 
messages ‘through the back door’. At her request, the peer educators delivered an additional 
session on sex and relationships, and set up a monthly drop in. This is facilitated by the peer 
educators but led by discussions with the young people. 
 

 
 

Impacts & Learning 
 

Impact on the peer educators 
 

“Being a peer youth worker has helped me Understand others and myself in many different ways, I 

have been able to learn how to communicate better with youths when doing sessions outside my life 

(local area).  

 

“After doing the training and now been given the opportunity to put it all into practice has been a 

great experience. The young people  have been able to engage and connect very successfully during 

most sessions so that in itself is a great achievement, the young people ask questions if they are not 

sure and have the opportunity to gain useful knowledge which they will/ should benefit from.  

 

“I am a mother of two and it has help(ed) me understand more about youths and soon my kids will 

be YP and the training and sessions I have done can help me be more understanding  when my 

children hit adolescence. This opportunity has also helped me communicate better with my siblings 

and become more closer with them.”      ‘Alexa’, Peer Educator 

Being a peer educator is not for every young parent, as the difficulties in recruiting showed. In 
particular, we had problems recruiting young fathers, for whom parenthood is very often a spur 
to paid employment. It may be that peer education accreditation is less suitable for young dads, 
offering a route to employment that is too long to be acceptable.  We might consider a 
different, shorter version of the project or a different way to explain the benefits.  
 
However, the project suggests that once young parents have ‘bought in’, with excellent training 
such as that provided by London Youth and the right kind of support as provided by St 
Michael’s, they can go on to become accredited peer educators, regardless of their initial levels 
of confidence and skills.  
 
Barriers to practice as a peer educator were cyclical mental health issues; inability to be DBS 
checked due to citizenship status; and a new pregnancy. 
 
For those who began with reasonable communications skills, peer education training provided a 
great springboard into work or further education and the results exceeded our expectations.  
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For those whose self-esteem was very low, completing the training was arguably as or perhaps 
even more significant, requiring on occasion considerable courage and support to build 
transformational resilience. For example, for ‘Linda’ (page 11), participating in the project 
meant she broke through her isolation and built the confidence to network, which will sustain 
her progress. She now has a well thought-through plan, which is realistic for her, of her route 
into the workplace.  
 
We did not achieve our objective of improving young parents’ literacy and numeracy 
qualifications. This was a big disappointment to us and to our partner agencies. We do not 
know the precise reasons for this failure. What is known of those who expressed interest is a 
pattern of non-engagement. Despite initial interest, other priorities emerged.  If we attempted 
this objective again, we would have to consider a different approach.  
 
To evaluate success in achieving our first aim Reduce the risk of long term social exclusion for 
teenage and young parents aged 18 – 24 and their children we used the Wheel of Life tool to 
map how young parents felt about their knowledge of peer education and themselves, at the 
beginning and end of the project.  0 (centre) indicates total lack of confidence, 10 
(circumference) indicates total confidence.  

 

Figure 1: Peer educators’ scores averaged, where the black line represents before, the green 

after. 
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Here we show the scores of the two peer educators who showed least and most change.  

 

 

Figure 2 ‘Anna’s’ scores showing 
least change 

Anna was 22 years old and  had 
three children under five years. 
Anna initially wanted a large family, 
and went on to have a fourth child, 
but has since decided to further her 
education to improve her chances 
for employment. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 ‘Eli’s’ scores showing most 
change 

Like most of our young parents, Eli, 
aged 20 with a one-year old daughter, 
had high levels of self-esteem but 
lacked confidence in teaching and 
presenting. She learned quickly and 
went on to use her increased skills to 
find paid employment.  
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Our success in achieving our third aim Test how a peer education model might support young and 
teenage parents to find a career and move towards financial stability for themselves and their 
families is outlined above. On the basis of this trial, we say that peer education training can 
significantly improve young people’s work readiness and reduce the numbers not in education, 
employment of training.  
 
 
 
 

Impact on young people in Lambeth 
 
Our second aim was Educate children and young people aged 11 – 16 to make informed choices 
around various risky behaviours.  Overall, we were pleased with the results of the trial which 
indicated that peer education did have the potential to influence the thinking of hard to reach 
young people around difficult issues. The most popular sessions, which provoked thoughtful 
feedback from young people, were on gang grooming, a very particular problem in Lambeth.  
 
However, the trial did not include an evaluation of young people’s intention to change their 
behaviour or any follow up.  
 
This is something we would like to address in a future iteration of Youth Truth. 

 

 
 

Impact within Lambeth 
 

Partnerships with other voluntary and community organisations worked very well. However, 
despite different strategies and many meetings, we had difficulty accessing schools and youth 
forums, even though the peer educators had been quality assured. To do this, we need to work 
with Lambeth schools from the pre-planning stage. 
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Impact on St Michael’s work 
 

Youth Truth was designed to add to our organisational knowledge and skills of how we can 
support vulnerable parents to make a better future for themselves and their children.  
 
Completing this project has reminded or taught us several important points of learning which 
we will embed in future work.  
 

 Evaluation to build the evidence base is critical to a full understanding of impacts and to 

sustainability. Ideally, this includes longer term follow up. We will endeavour to see that this is 

properly resourced.  

 
 Youth Truth underlines the importance of partnership working. We will continue to build on our 

local network of contacts and offer mutual support and benefit.  

 
 Holistic and intensive support is the only way to include the most vulnerable young parents and 

to ignite their potential. We will continue to champion the capacity of every parent to achieve 

their full potential.  

 
 Youth Truth underlines young parents’ extreme vulnerability to change, whether  forced – for 

example through rehousing, or voluntary, for example a new relationship. This needs to be 

factored in to all strategies, services and projects for young parents. 

 

  In our work with young parents, we must greatly over-recruit, incentivise and find more 

compelling ways to explain the relationship of formal educational qualifications to better-paid 

employment.  

 

 St Michael’s will continue to develop and test new ways to support parents in response to 

societal change, pursuing its evolution as an organisation fit for purpose in contemporary 

culture.  
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At AQA Awards Ceremony for Peer Educators 
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OUR SERVICES  

 
Young Parent Outreach in Lambeth 

Residential parenting assessment & support 
for families in London and south east England 

 

 
Jigsaw NACCC accredited Family 
Contact Centre 

 
 
Meeting & training room in central Streatham 
for up to 25 people  

St Michael’s Fellowship 
136 Streatham High Road,  
London SW16 1BW 
020 8835 9570 

 
admin@stmichaelsfellowship.org.uk 
 

www.stmichaelsfellowship.org.uk 
@stmfellows    

    

registered charity 1035820      registered company 2914273 

 

http://www.stmichaelsfellowship.org.uk/

